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ENDORSEMENTS
Fuda highlighted the number 1 mistake that most Google
advertisers make, which can cause them to lose thousands
of dollars. He showed us how to fix this major problem and
his book is worth your money. I fully trust in Fuda's
expertise. That is why he is my go-to person when it comes
to Google AdWords.
Sam Choo
Founder of Singapore Internet Marketers Community
www.facebook.com/groups/singaporeIM/
If you signed up a new Adwords account and follow all the
default settings, you are in for a rude shock! Fuda reveals
the "secret places" to reduce your advertising budget by
up to 80%. Read the book and stop paying "stupidity
taxes" on your advertising!
Thomas Hooi
#1 Best Selling Co-Author of The Art & Science of Success
Founder of http://ID.com.sg

Profound concepts are made easily understandable in this
book!
Victor Pow
General Manager of PageAdvisor
www.PageAdvisor.com
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So, you have decided to increase your sales leads through
Google advertising. You may try to do this yourself or hire
an advertising agency. But do you know if you are doing it
right or if the agency's strategy is sound? The advertising
landscape is constantly changing, and Fuda is at the
forefront of it. His book will help you to avoid and fix
mistakes, and generate quality leads. Do yourself and your
business a favor; read his book and double your sales.
Gary Lai
Principal Consultant of Rainlake and Gray Pte Ltd
According to a recent study by MarketingProfs, a third of
marketers say they don't know which their digital
strategies has the biggest revenue impact. MediaPost
states that less 30% of small businesses use any kind of
web analytics. The data supports Fuda's claim about the #1
mistake Google advertisers make. With more and more
money going toward digital advertising, this is a mistake
we can't afford to continue making.
Fuda is a Google Partner and has helped many clients with
their digital ads. Let his experience guide you to achieve a
higher return on investment. If you are using online
advertising, make sure you get this one thing right. You
can't fix what you don't know.
Kevin Shorter
Author of Church Search
Founder of ShorterSEO
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Fuda has cleverly summarised the top mistake that Google
Advertisers make in a simple and honest way. As a
certified Google AdWords trainer for the last 8 years, I can
clearly identify with Fuda’s list of top AdWords
mistakes. As the sophistication of the AdWords platform
grows, it is important for advertisers to know how to use
each new feature.
Fuda identified a few of these powerful features and noted
the common mistakes in deploying them. What I really
like about Fuda’s work is the brilliant step-by-step fixes
that readers can easily follow to recover from these
common mistakes. Read this book to improve your
AdWords skills and double your sales!
Eu Gene Ang
Google Regional Trainer, Sales Masterclass Trainer &
Business Coach
Adjunct Lecturer, MBA Programme, National University of
Singapore (NUS)
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FOREWARD
It goes without saying, business today is done on the
internet. The only question is how much of your business
is done on the internet. Doing business in the digital
marketplace does not only mean selling your products or
services online, but it also extends to how you generate
leads, qualify opportunities, conduct customer service, as
well as managing vendors and workflow.
Therefore, it is safe to say, knowing and understanding
how Google and Google Ad works is not a “nice-to-have,”
but a critical business skill set. Fuda, a subject matter
expert in this field, provides both invaluable advice on
improving your digital strategy in a practical way. This
book helps the business person navigate some common
problems, regardless whether the business is B2B, B2C or
even B2B2C.
Personally, I am a big believer in trying new things and
making mistakes. After all, sometimes life’s most valuable
lessons are through making mistakes. However, when it
comes to doing business, there is no reason to repeat the
same mistakes that others have made! I would encourage
you to take time and read this book, which helps you
navigate in the new marketplace.
As a parting thought, having started and sold several
businesses, I have also learned that being successful is not
just about working hard and working smart. Success also
means being tedious, disciplined and at the same time
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adaptable. The one thing that the digital marketplace has
certainly forced all of us to do is to be agile. Change is the
norm and therefore don’t be surprised if, by the end of
reading Fuda’s book, that there are new updates,
developments and tactics in the Google Ads world.
Changes are happening instantaneously. Therefore, I
encourage you to read this book as a way to get informed,
and then, reach out and see how you can leverage the
author’s expertise to grow your business.
Carl Thong
Chairman of Sunstone Group
www.sunstone.biz
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INTRODUCTION
Getting good quality sales leads and sales is crucial for
businesses. You might be using Google AdWords for your
business, but you may be making the same mistake as many of
the client accounts that I have audited.
In this book, I will reveal the most crucial mistake that
advertisers make and show you how you can fix it and double
your sales.

What You Will Learn
•
•
•
•
•

How the advertising landscape has changed
Why it is crucial to avoid the #1 mistake Google
advertisers make
The #1 mistake Google advertisers make
How to fix the mistake and double your sales
Further optimizations to continually improve your ad
performance and increase your sales

I have included a table of contents so that you can easily follow
each step of this process.
If you’re ready, grab a coffee and jump in!
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Fuda is passionate about helping people and businesses
succeed. As a Google Partner, he has used his expertise to
help clients attract more customers automatically.
He is also the founder and CEO of the Search Engine
Marketing agency, Midas SEM Pte Ltd, which consistently
generates significantly more leads and results for clients in
the education, business-to-business and retail industries.
Fuda regularly speaks at events for businesses such as the
Small Business Success Seminar and The Internet
Marketing Career Talk, and has guest lectured at Curtin
University, Singapore.
His hobbies include swimming, reading, running, singing
karaoke and seeing the good in people and situations.
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1. TIMES HAVE CHANGED
“The price of doing the same old thing is far higher than the
price of change.”
Bill Clinton, 42nd President of the United States
You may not have noticed, but the way in which we receive
information has changed drastically. In 1995, we were reading
newspapers, listening to the radio and watching the television.
We got our news and our entertainment from print, radio and
television. Naturally, we spent a lot of time on these media.
By 2015, we have changed considerably. We find out about
news through social media. Even before conventional reporters
are able to arrive at the scene, we would have received news of
events through photos, videos and status updates shared
through social media. Besides getting news, we also get our
entertainment online as well. We read magazines less, and
websites and online publications more. Instead of watching the
television, we get to watch what we want on demand through
the internet.
The way we behave has changed, and that means that the
market that we operate in as advertisers has changed as well.
This has many implications for us.
The immediate consequence that most of us would consider
first would be cost. As traditional print and broadcast media are
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much more established and reach a wider audience, the cost of
advertising would easily be in the range of tens of thousands of
dollars. In Singapore, a black and white strip ad in the Business
Times would cost $1,976.00. That would translate to a cost per
thousand of $21.84. In contrast, the cost per thousand for an ad
on the Google Display Network is typically less than $1.50. That
is more than 14 times cheaper! The cost effectiveness of online
advertising creates opportunities for businesses to reach a
much larger audience for the same budget.
The second advantage of digital media over traditional media is
that online behaviour can be quantified and measured easily,
leaving us to track the effectiveness of marketing campaigns.
With this new information, we can better strategize and reach
more targeted and specific audiences. This advantage over
traditional media allows us to increase our return on advertising
spend.
With traditional print and broadcast media, we didn’t know who
saw our ads, or which ad led the customer to respond to our
marketing message. Suppose we run an advertising campaign to
promote a free dance lesson at our dance studio. We run the
ads on Wednesday and Saturday on the local newspaper. In
addition, we have staff distributing flyers at the local mall. In
this case, when someone responds to our offer and attends a
free dance class, we wouldn’t know whether the person saw the
newspaper advertisement or if the person received a flyer. If
the person saw the newspaper ad, we wouldn’t know whether
the person saw the ad on Wednesday or Saturday. This
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information is important for us as we need to know which ad is
giving us a return on our advertising.
In contrast, using Google AdWords, we are able to tell exactly
with which keywords, through which ads, on which landing
pages and at which times of day it was that people responded
to our ad. Suppose we are targeting the keywords, “dance
classes for adults” and “dance classes in San Francisco”.
Someone searches for “dance classes for adults”, sees our ad,
clicks on our ad, visits our website and registers for a free dance
class for adults. On Google AdWords, we will be able to see that
the registration came from the keyword, “dance classes for
adults”. Not only that, we are able to see on which ad that the
person clicked. We can also know on which page on our website
the person responded by providing you with their contact
information or by completing a transaction. We can also tell at
what time and on which day the person responded. This gives
us a lot of useful information to improve the effectiveness of
our advertising campaign. It allows us to remove keywords, ads,
landing pages and times and locations that are less effective.
When we allocate our ad budget to areas that are effective, we
will be able to get more registrations for the free dance class for
adults. In other words, we will be able to lower the cost per
lead. For the same ad budget, we will be able to double the
number of sales leads or more!
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Key Takeaways
•
•
•

The cost per thousand to display ads on websites can
be approximately 14 times cheaper than on
newspapers.
Consumer behaviour can be quantified and
measured easily.
Google Advertising allows you to improve your
campaign profitability based on the data on your ad
performance.
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2. COMMON MISTAKES
“Learn from the mistakes of others. You can never live long
enough to make them all yourself”.
Groucho Marx, American film and television star
Over the years, we have had many clients and prospects who
tried doing Google advertising for themselves initially and
subsequently contacted us for our expert help. When we
analysed their Google AdWords accounts, many of them made
very similar mistakes. It seemed like almost all new advertisers
missed out on similar functions.
There was one client that made quite an unforgettable mistake.
The client specialised in providing financial services, which are
highly regulated in every country, and the compliance laws vary
greatly between the countries. The client was only able to
provide services in Singapore. However, when we analysed their
Google AdWords account, we noticed that they were placing
their ads around the whole world except for Philippines,
Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand. They were trying to target
their ads to Singapore only but clearly, they didn’t know what
they were doing and they were wasting money showing their
ads in Kuwait and Sri Lanka where they were not able to
provide their services.
Some other common mistakes were more minor. Callout
extensions were often missed. Callout extensions allow you to
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further highlight other strengths of your product or service and
it gives you an additional line to your text ads. Most advertisers
will benefit from the additional line that increases prominence,
but it is quite often missed out by new advertisers.
Not using sitelink extensions with descriptions is another
common mistake. The sitelinks can be used to highlight the
benefits of your products and services while bringing people to
the relevant page on your site.

The sitelinks are the links in blue in the lower half of the ad. The
descriptions below the sitelinks add another 2 to 4 lines to your
text ad, and it will make your ad much more prominent. In fact,
the top ad with 4 sitelinks and descriptions can take up almost
half the screen before the viewer starts scrolling down. Your ad
will really dominate the search results page with 4 sitelinks and
descriptions. It is common for advertisers to miss adding
sitelinks or the descriptions for the sitelinks, and they are losing
out on a huge opportunity to dominate the search results page.
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Another commonly missed ad extension is the callout extension.
Callout extensions allow you to further highlight other strengths
of your product or service, and they give you an additional line
to your text ads. Most advertisers will benefit from the
additional line that increases prominence, but it is quite often
missed out.
The next crucial and common mistake by new advertisers is that
they use “Search with display select” campaigns. This campaign
type is meant to allow you to reach people as they use Google
search or surf websites which allow Google ads to be displayed.
This method may seem like a quick fix to swiftly display text ads
on websites across the internet. However, this may cause the
low Click Through Rate (CTR) on other websites to affect the
quality score of the ad on Google search. It also causes the
advertiser to lose control over the amount of budget that is
allocated to Google search and other websites respectively. If
the advertiser needs to get more responses in terms of sales
leads or online sales, the advertiser would need more clicks
from people who are actively searching for the advertiser’s
product or service. If the advertiser is looking to create brand
awareness, then the advertiser would want to use display ads to
reach potential customers while they surf the internet. In
addition, by using a “Search with display select” campaign, ads
are displayed to audiences based solely on keyword targeting,
the advertiser may be reaching a very broad audience on
websites across the internet. It is possible that they may be
wasting a large portion of their advertising dollars on audiences
who are not likely to be paying customers.
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While these mistakes are very common and quite costly, they
are not the #1 mistake that Google advertisers make. The #1
mistake is evenly more costly and advertisers need to fix it
urgently to double their sales.

Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•

Ensure that you are targeting your desired
geographic location correctly.
Utilise callout extensions to highlight the strengths of
your product or service.
Boost the prominence of your ads with sitelinks with
descriptions.
Separate your search campaigns from display
campaigns to gain better control over your
advertising and target your customers more
precisely.
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Here’s what others have said about Midas SEM:
"Upon setting up my music
agency a year ago, I initially had
major problems in getting traffic
to my website. Thanks to Midas
SEM, they advised me on the
steps I should take to generate
leads and get potential clients to
find me! My ROI has gone from
negative to +290%! Thank you
very much Midas SEM!"
Julian Low, Director, Juls Music
www.JulsMusic.com
“Midas SEM’s persistent devotion
to helping us with our advertising
is impressive - they are not only
very responsive but also offer
valuable input on refining our
advertisements. Thanks to the
diligent team, we have been able
to attract more of our target
customers to our website and
have also seen an improvement
in sales.”
Sheryl Teo, That Ampersand Blog Shop Owner
www.ThatAmpersand.com
It takes a whole lot of time and experience to implement an
AdWords campaign well. To tap into the experience of Midas
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SEM and increase your sales, fill in your contact details at:
www.MidasSEM.com/Consultation
By filling in your contact details, you will receive a quote from
Midas SEM. At the same time, you will secure a 30 minute
consultation session over Skype with a team member who will
show you how you’ll be able to:

•
•

•

Make an attractive offer: you will discover what you
can offer to potential customers to get more sales
leads
Increase sales leads: you will be able to increase
your sales leads through optimization of your
AdWords advertising
Focus: you can focus on what you do best in your
business and Midas SEM will improve on your
advertising profitability for you

This consultation session is with a team member in Midas SEM
which has consistently generated leads and doubled sales for
clients in the education, business-to-business and retail
industries. To secure a consultation, simply fill in your best
contact details at www.MidasSEM.com/Consultation.
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